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ABSTRACT 
We present several bilinear algorithms for the acceleration of multiplication of 
n x n matrices that are superior to both the classical and Strassen’s algorithm for 
moderate n (starting with n = 20). The Bini-Lotti result on the weak stability of 
bilinear algorithms applies to these algorithms. We represent them in two equivalent 
versions, bilinear and trilinear. We also apply one of these algorithms over finite fields 
(or rings) of constants. Surprisingly, this enables us to decrease the bilinear complexity 
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of n X n matrix multiplication (for 20 < n < 102”) below the current record upper 
bound for the same computation over the infinite fields of complex, real, or rational 
numbers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Until 1969, a number on the order of N3 arithmetic operations was 
considered necessary for N x N matrix multiplication (hereafter abbreviated 
to MM) and for the numerous computations in linear algebra reduced to MM. 
In 1969, Strassen [12] showed how to perform these computations in 0( N”) 
arithmetic operations, where w < log 7 = 2.807 . . . . (Throughout this paper, 
log stands for log 2 .) 
The basis of Strassen’s construction is a bilinear algorithm for 2 x 2 MM 
using 7 bilinear multiplications and 18 additions/subtractions. Any bilinear 
algorithm for n x n MM [see (2.1) (2.2) below] can be applied to n x n block 
matrices; in this case its bilinear steps amount to multiplication of blocks. 
Starting with n x n block matrices composed of nh-i x nhel blocks, we may 
apply the basic bilinear algorithm recursively h times and thus arrive at N x N 
MM in 0( N”) arithmetic operations, w < log M( N)/log N, provided that the 
basic bilinear algorithm for n x n MM (for a fixed n) involves M(n) bilinear 
steps and any number of other steps (that is, additions/subtractions and scalar 
multiplications) (see [l, 4, 8, 10, 111). 
In particular, Strassen’s algorithm implies that w < log M(2)/log 2 = log 7. 
Several subsequent algorithms successively decreased this exponent to the 
current record of 2.375. . . ([6]; also compare [lo, 111). 
For about 20 years following Strassen’s discovery, neither Strassen’s algo- 
rithm nor its subsequent improvements were seriously considered for practical 
matrix computations. When the foremost and fundamental book on matrix 
computations [7] first appeared in 1983, it did not contain any references to 
fast MM. By 1989, however, the year of the second edition of the same book, 
the state of the art had changed dramatically. The very first chapter of the 
book is entirely devoted to MM and contains detailed material on Strassen’s 
algorithm. On p. 35 the following interesting statement appears: “It is clear 
that blanket dismissal of these fast procedures is unwise.” 
The wide recognition of Strassen’s algorithm as a valuable practical tool 
started with its rather recent effective implementation on CRAY-2 [2] and with 
the implementation of a slightly improved modification due to Winograd on an 
IBM computer at the T. J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, 
N.Y. These algorithms have also been successfully implemented on other 
computers and supercomputers (Connection Machines, MASPAR). The exper- 
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imental computation clearly confirmed that the Strassen and Winograd algo- 
rithms are substantially faster than the classical algorithm and that they are 
safe to use from the numerical stability point of view. In 1970 the latter fact 
was theoretically proven by Richard Brent [5]. He also implemented Strassen’s 
algorithm at that time. Unfortunately, Brent’s work has not been publicized 
widely enough, and it seems the scientific community strongly doubted that 
Strassen’s method could in practice outperform the classical algorithm. That is 
why the practical application of Strassen’s algorithm has been delayed for 
years. 
Actually, there are two groups of algorithms that support an exponent 
lower than Strassen’s value of 2.81. The first group consists of algorithms that 
use various advanced techniques and support exponents from 2.38 to 2.775. 
Since decreasing the exponent was considered the major theoretical goal, 
these algorithms have been widely publicized and have received a great deal 
of attention from the scientific community. All of these algorithms involve 
quite intricate and nontrivial recursive arguments at the stage of devising the 
basic n x n bilinear algorithm. Due to this multiple recursion, very large 
overhead constants are hidden in the “0” notation, and the resulting N x N 
MM algorithms improve on Strassen’s (and even the classical) algorithm only 
for immense numbers N. 
If we restrict our study to the multiplication of N x N matrices for 
N< 10 “, the only co m p etition for Strassen’s algorithm comes from a second 
group of algorithms. Obviously, these sizes include all square matrices of any 
practical importance. This second group consists of algorithms based on the 
techniques of trilinear aggregating. These algorithms support exponents w of 
about 2.775 [lo]. Since the crossover value of N for which such algorithms 
improve on Strassen’s is as low as 20, these algorithms are good candidates for 
being of practical value when compared to Strassen’s and classical algorithms 
for MM. Theory [3] shows the numerical stability of these algorithms to be 
comparable to that of Strassen’s, thereby demonstrating that there is no 
substantial problem in their practical implementation. Thus, the intensive 
research aimed at decreasing the exponent of MM was in a sense wrongly 
directed: it is far more important for practical purposes to study n x n MM 
where n Q 102’. 
Unfortunately, it is not easy to represent some of the faster MM algorithms 
based on trilinear aggregating in [9] and [lo] in a form convenient for 
implementation. These algorithms were originally presented in trilinear form 
(see Section 2), where their implementation requires a lengthy conversion into 
a bilinear form. Theoretically, the transition from the t&near to a bilinear 
representation may seem straightforward, but in the case of the above-cited 
MM algorithms, such a transition may produce complicated algorithms, which 
are very difficult to convert into a computer program. It was not at all clear 
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whether such an algorithm could be rewritten in an explicit fashion convenient 
for programming. 
This problem, however, has been solved in the present paper. We have 
succeeded in representing a complicated bilinear algorithm in a comprehensi- 
ble form that can easily be translated into a program. Actually, we present two 
algorithms for N x N matrices (for N < 10”). In Sections 3-5, we present 
these algorithms for what will be referred to as “disjoint MM.” Each of the 
two algorithms computes three products of pairs of matrices where all of the 
entries of the six input matrices are independent of each other. (Disjoint 
matrix multiplication may be quite helpful in various block matrix computa- 
tions, such as multiplication of diagonal block matrices.) In Sections 6 and 7 
we modify these algorithms to have them compute a single matrix product. 
The algorithms for disjoint MM turn out to be simpler to present than their 
MM counterparts; in particular, the algorithm in Section 5 is actually consider- 
ably simpler to present than the one in Section 7. 
Furthermore, besides obtaining a nontrivial and convenient practical rep- 
resentation of the algorithms, we have made another small step forward by 
improving the record upper estimates of [lo] for the number M(n) of bilinear 
steps (nonscalar multiplications) for n x n MM for n ranging from 20 to 102’. 
Table 1 shows the new record values for M(n), for even n from 20 to 42. As 
has always been the case for n x n MM for n > 2, the record upper bounds 
on M(n) exceed the known lower bounds. Our improvement is relatively 
small, but important in view of the new increased attention to devising 
efficient algorithms for MM of a practical size. 
TABLE 1 
n M(n) 
log M(n) 
log n 
20 4,380 2.798916 
22 5,610 2.792684 
24 7,048 2.788027 
26 8,710 2.784518 
28 10,612 2.781864 
30 12,770 2.779860 
32 15,200 2.778357 
34 17,918 2.777243 
36 20,940 2.776438 
38 24,282 2.775877 
40 27,960 2.775512 
42 31,990 2.775306 
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In Table 1, we ignore linear operations (additions/subtractions and scalar 
multiplications) of the basic algorithm. These operations do not affect the 
exponent CJ of MM, and their contribution to the total complexity of MM 
greatly decreases after the first recursive application of the basic algorithm, 
but they still affect the overhead constant hidden in the “0” of O(nW). For 
some computers and supercomputers, such as the Connection Machines and 
MASPAR, additions/subtractions are handled so easily, however, they are of 
little significance even where the basic algorithm is applied with no recursion. 
The upper bounds on the number of bilinear multiplication steps, M(n), 
for n X n MM where 20 < n < 52, are given by the inequalities 
I)( n2 + 17) + 4n2 
M(n) Q 3 
n(2n2 + 97) 
M(n) G 6 + %z2 + 20. ? 
(1.1) 
P-2) 
Both of these bounds hold for any even positive n; the bound (1.1) is the 
record upper bound for even n, 20 < n Q 42 (compare Table l), whereas 
(1.2) is the record upper bound for even n, 44 < n Q 52. Recursive applica- 
tion of these algorithms leads to the record upper bounds on M(n) for 
20 < n Q 102”. 
A result which will surprise experts in this area is that these bounds 
decrease to M(n) Q n(2n2 + 13)/6 + 4n2 if the computation is performed 
over a ring (field) of integers modulo m where m divides n - 2. This is 
apparently the first example of a bilinear algorithm for a well-known computa- 
tional problem that runs faster over a finite field of constants than over the 
rational, real, or complex numbers. 
Our preliminary numerical experiments with the algorithms of Sections 5 
and 7 for moderate size matrices (20 < N < 40) have indicated their good 
numerical stability (in accordance with the theoretical estimates of [3]). 
We organize our paper as follows: In Section 2 we define the standard 
bilinear representation for MM and a trilinear representation. In Sections 3 
and 4 we describe an algorithm for disjoint MM and obtain the exponent of 
2.7758 by using this algorithm. In Section 5 another algorithm for disjoint MM 
appears in the bilinear version. In Section 6, we describe a technique for the 
transformation of our disjoint MM algorithms into the algorithms for single 
MM products. In particular, we modify the algorithm of Sections 3 and 4 to 
support (1.1) and the exponent of 2.7753. Section 7 contains the bilinear 
algorithm for single MM corresponding to our disjoint MM algorithm of 
Section 5. With a small modification, shown at the beginning of Section 5, this 
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algorithm supports (1.2). Section 8 considers MM over finite fields and rings of 
constants. 
2. BILINEAR ALGORITHMS FOR MM AND THEIR TRILINEAR 
VERSION 
Here is the standard bilinear representation of MM algorithms: For matri- 
ces X = [xij], Y = [ yjjk], define 
and PC, = L,,Lz, for 9 = 0, 1, . . , M - 1, such that 
Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by the auxiliary variables zkj and summing 
on k and i, we arrive at the decomposition of a single trilinear form, 
M-l 
(2.3) 
where L*y* = xk, i f**( k, i, 9) zki. Equation (2.3) is equivalent to (2.2) in that 
by equating the coeficients of zki on both sides of the second equation of 
(2.3), we again arrive at (2.2). 
The representation (2.2) is the customary one for MM, whereas (2.3) is 
used in [9] and [lo] in order to devise and to conveniently represent the 
algorithms for effective MM by using the trilinear aggregating techniques 
described in Section 3. 
Designing bilinear algorithms for an MM problem of a fixed size, we 
primarily care about bounding the number of bilinear multiplication steps, M. 
For this purpose, the trilinear representation is frequently more convenient. 
Hereafter, we will sometimes abbreviate and will say “bilinear steps” or 
“multiplications” instead of “bilinear multiplication steps.” 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Designing a trilinear algorithm: 
Trace( XYZ) = tFkxij yjkaki 
2 I 
= i$k(xij + ‘k+l,i+l)( Yjk + Yi+l.j+l)('ki + zj+l,k+l) 
1 > 
- sxk+l,i+l C( Yjk + Yi+l,j+l)'ki 
,t .i 
Here 2 denotes sums in i, j, and/or k where i + j + k is restricted to even 
values. 
The algorithm performs n x n MM in M = 0.5n3 + 3n2 bilinear steps (for 
even n), rather than in n3 steps. The transition from trilinear to bilinear 
representations of this algorithm is not hard in principle, but destroys its 
compact form. Such problems are aggravated in the next sections, where we 
are trying to decrease the number of multiplications (bilinear steps) involved 
and need to use more sophisticated designs, which are hard to keep in 
compact form, particularly in the transition to their bilinear representation. 
Since an explicit bilinear representation of MM algorithms is required for their 
implementation, we may now state that our main objective is to design 
effective algorithms for the moderate size MM and to represent them in a _ 
compact bilinear form. 
3. TRILINEAR AND BILINEAR 
DISJOINT MM 
DECOMPOSITIONS FOR A 
We start with a demonstration of our approach by showing trilinear and 
bilinear algorithms for disjoint MM (where we compute two or more products 
of matrices filled with indeterminates). In this section and in Section 4 we 
present our first algorithm; in Section 6 we will modify it to apply it to the 
single MM, which will support the complexity estimate (1.1). In Section 5, we 
will present the second algorithm for disjoint MM. 
Let Ci denote Cyz,r. The same notation applies to j and k. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1 (Computing two disjoint matrix products). Let X = [xij], 
Y = [ Yjk]> u = [ujk]> V = [oki] b e f our matrices, generally filled with indeter- 
minates, and let us compute the two disjoint products XY and UV as follows: 
XY = cxijyjljk 
.i 
UV = Fujk”ki 
where 
Aijk( XT u> Y> V) = (Xij + ujk)( Yjk + oki), 
For n x n matrices X, Y, U, V, the algorithm only requires n3 + 3n2 
(rather than 2n3) multiplications (bilinear steps). In this case, the back and 
forth transition between the equivalent bilinear and trilinear representations is 
easy. Here is the trilinear representation: 
Trace ( XYZ + UVW ) 
= iTk ( Xij Yjk zki + ujk”kiWij) 
. . 
+ Ujk) ( Yjk + uki) ( zki + wij) - c XijF ( Yjk f uki)wij 
i,j 
- FkujkyjkF (zki + wij) - g 7 (‘ij + ujk)“kiZki. 
The above algorithm substantially improves the classical algorithm and 
nicely demonstrates the general techniques that enable us to accelerate MM. 
It is, of course, desirable to have a more substantial decrease in the number of 
multiplications than that from 2n3 to n3 + 3n2. Such a task leads us to 
algorithms where we combine the evaluation of three disjoint matrix products 
by following and slightly improving [9]. The design becomes more compli- 
cated, which is the price for the decrease of the number of multiplications 
from the straightforward 3n3 to n3 + 12n2 + 22.5n (for even n). 
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Let us next present this algorithm for computing three disjoint matrix 
products, AB, UV, and XY, where A = [aij], B = [bjk], U = [ujk], V = [uki], 
X = [ xki], Y = [ yij], and i, j, k range from 1 to n. We will start with the 
trilinear representation of the algorithm. 
The algorithm relies on the idea of trilinear aggregating, that is, of 
replacing the sum of the three terms 
aijbjkcki + UjkvkiWij + xki yijzjk 
by their aggregate minus some correction terms. The aggregate is a single 
term of the form (aij + ffjk + xki)(bjk + uki + yij)(cki + wij + zjk). Since we 
sum all the terms on i, j, and k, we may combine the correction terms so as to 
decrease their number. We shall next describe this technique for the three 
disjoint matrix products: 
Trace( ABC + UVW + XYZ) 
= iFk (aijbjkcki + ujkvkiWij + xki Yij’jk) 
I 3 
= iFk [ (‘ij + ujk + xki) (bjk + ‘ki + Yij) (cki + “ij + zjk) 
7 9 
-T,(i,j,k) - Tl(j,k,i) - Tz(k,i,j)] + To(i) + T,(j) + Q(k) 
mz(aij+$Fxki)( Yij+$FVli)(FWij+ F’ki) 
- c ‘ij + $ F”jk 
A )( 
Yij + k F bjk 
)( 
hwij + F zjk 
i 
m~(‘,+t~“ij)(bjk+$~yij)(@jk’~wij) 
- 3 ujk + $ T xki 
.( )( 
bjk + t c “ki 
I I( 
hZjk + F ‘ki) 
-~(xki’~~ujk)(ukii~~bjk)(@ki’~zjk) 
-~(‘ki+~~“ij)(uki+~~yij)(hcki+~wij)- 
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Here, g + h = n, 
I",( i, j, k) = aijukizjk, Tl( j, k, i) = ujk yijcki, I’,( k, i, j) = xkjbjk”ij, 
T)(i) = c 
i ii 
k zaij + i F xki 
J ) 
X f I$ Yij + k Tbjk) ( hFwij + 6T’jk) 
+ 7 TaijC Yij’;l:wij + 9 F”jkFbjkFzjk]> 
i 
&(k) = F 
[i 
$ c ‘ki + i T”jk 
E 
! 
X k?‘ki + $ Tbjk 
1 )( 
gc’ki + hCZjk 
i j 
+$~xkiCokiCckic ~~“jk~bjk~zjk]~ 
i i i .i .i j 
In the next section, we will show how to avoid including the terms 
Te(i, j, k), Ti(j, k, i), and Ta(k, 4 j) in this decomposition. Not counting these 
terms, we have n3 + 6n2 + 9n terms on the right-hand side of the decomposi- 
tion versus 3n3 on the left-hand side. The number of terms on the right-hand 
side decreases to n3 + 6n2 + 6n if we choose g = 1, h = n - 1 or g = n - 1, 
h = 1. 
Here is the same decomposition in the bilinear form obtained by equating 
the coefficients of cki, wij, and zjk on both sides. We temporarily ignore the 
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terms T,( i, j, k), Tl( j, k, ), i and T2(k, i, j), and we assume that g = 1, h = n - 
1 and i, j, k range from 0 to n - 1: 
Pijk = Lijf( LTjk, Lijk = aij + ujk + xki, LTjk = bjk + vki + yij; 
Pij = LijLFj, Lij = Uij + CXki, 
k 
Lyj = yij + Fvki; 
pp = Ljf’q’*, L(if' = aij + 5 T"jk7 L\;‘* = yij + A Tbjk; 
L$’ = ujk + Cajj, L$‘* = bjk + c yij; 
i i 
Lfi = xki + n_l ’ Caij, L(kr = t)ki + 
.i 
;;-l-rCYij, 
.i 
Pi = L,LT, Li = &x’ij+ Fxki’ LT = 
j 
& C Yij + Fvki; 
j 
pi(‘) = L\‘)L(,‘)*, L(:) = (2 - a) T xki, L!,“* = =&ki; 
k 
$2’ = q?‘q?‘*, q?’ = c aij + 
z 
& TUjkr q?‘* = c yij + 
t 
& Fbjk; 
pj’3’ = Lp$?‘*, L$?) = (2 - n) Caij, q* = c Yij, 
i i 
&i + &jk, L’k4’* = 
I .i 
& Fvki + Cbjk; 
j 
pi5' = j&y'@'*, Lf) = (2 - n) cujk, L’k5’* = c bjk; 
j j 
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( AB),,, = 5 ( Pijk - Pij - pJ(k3)) - [ Pi;’ + (n - 1) Pr$‘] 
+ (n - 1) Pi + P,!” + pi*‘; 
(UV)ji= T(Pij,-Pjf)-P/$:)) - [Pjj+ (?I- l)P/i)] 
+ Pi + (n - l)Pj@’ + Pp; 
( xY)kj = 7 ( Pijk - P&Y - P&) - [ Pj$!’ + (n - l)F,f)] 
+ Pj’2’ + (n - 1) P,p’ + P/y’. 
4. CANCELING CORRECTION TERMS AND THE RESULTING 
EXPONENT OF MM 
To cancel the terms T,( i, j, k), T,(j, k, i), and Ts( k, i, j) in the trilinear 
decomposition of the previous section and to avoid their influence on the 
bilinear decomposition, we increase the size of the input matrices to 2 n x 2 n. 
Let us represent them as 2 x 2 block matrices with n x n blocks, and for 
each of the eight products of the blocks define a decomposition similar to the 
one of the previous sections. Here is the block representation of the matrices 
A, B, C, where i, j, k range from 0 to n - 1, as before, whereas i+, j+, k+ 
range from n to 2n - 1: 
Similarly, we represent the matrices U, V, W, X, Y, and 2. We shall also use 
the option of writing a product of the form fgh as ( -f) g( - h). 
We will compactly write the resulting algorithm by using its representation 
with aggregating tables. Table 2 is the aggregating table for the terms 
aijbjkcki, ujkukiwij, and xkiyijzjk, which we will call principal terms. Each 
TABLE 2 
aij bjk 
ujk “ki 
xki Yii 
cki 
wij 
=ik 
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row of the table represents a principal term. Summing the entries of each 
column and multiplying the three sums gives the aggregate of the three 
principal terms. The 24 cross-products of the entries of the table are the 
correction terms whose sum equals the difference between the aggregate and 
the sum of the three principal terms. 
We will associate the trilinear form Trace( ABC + UVW + XYZ) and its 
decomposition of the previous section with Table 2. We obtain similar 
decompositions from Tables 3-9 for the sums of triples of trilinear forms 
defined by the principal terms. 
The eight Tables 2-9 generate 24 correction terms of the form To(i, j, k), 
Tr(j, k, i), and T,(k, i, j); they form 12 pairs of terms whose sum equals 0. 
Therefore, the sum of the 24 terms equals 0. 
Thus we arrive at a decomposition of the trilinear form associated with 
three disjoint 2n X 2n MMs as a sum of 8(n3 + 6n2 + 6n) = (2n)3 + 12(2r1)~ 
+ 24(2n) terms. We also observe that the 8n terms 
ck xki ck ‘ki ck ckiT 
Ck Xki+Ck vki ck ck+i, 
ck xk+i ck bki+Ek cki, 
ck “ki Ck bk+i ck cki+, 
ck xk+i+ ck vk+i+ ck ck+i+, 
ck xk+i ck Vkfi+Ck cki+> 
xk xki+ Ck bk+i ck ck+i+, and 
ck xk+i+Ck bki+Ck ck+i 
form n 8-tuples of terms, whose sum represents n trilinear forms associated 
with n problems of 2 x 2 MM. Applying Strassen’s algorithm, we decrease the 
total number of terms in the decomposition by n. Similarly we can apply 
Strassen’s algorithm to the two groups of terms represented by 
Ci Uij xi Yij xi Wij and by cj ujk cj bjk cj zjk. Therefore, we need a total of 
M(2n) = (2n)3 + 12(2n)” + 22.5(2n) terms in the trilinear decomposition, 
TABLE 3 
- aij bjk+ 
uj’k vki 
xki+ Yi+j 
- Ckti 
wij+ 
zjk 
TABLE 4 
bj+k 
vki+ 
Yij 
cki 
- wpj 
zjk’ 
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TABLE 5 
bjk 
Ok+i 
Yi,j+ 
cpi+ 
wij 
--Z,+k 
TABLE 6 
- aifj+ 
ujk’ 
xk+t 
‘j’k 
I;k+i+ 
Yij+ 
-ck,+ 
u’i+j 
tj+k+ 
TABLE 7 
lZi+j 
- Uj+k+ 
xki+ 
bjk+ 
‘k+i 
Yi’j’ 
ck+i+ 
- tqj+ 
-,j+k 
TABLE 8 
aij+ 
Uj+k 
- xk+i+ 
bj+k+ 
Uki+ 
Yi’j 
Ckti 
wi+j+ 
- Zjk+ 
TABLE 9 
bj+k+ 
Okti+ 
Yi+j+ 
Ckfi+ 
wT,+j+ 
Zj+k+ 
and similarly in the associated bilinear algorithm. The expression is associated 
with the exponents w < log[M(2n)/3]/log 2n (compare [lo]). For 2n = 46, 
for example, we obtain w < 2.7758. 
5. ANOTHER ALGORITHM FOR DISJOINT MM 
In this section another algorithm will be presented for disjoint MM in an 
easily readable form. It computes the following three products: 
A*B* = D*, where A* is 2m - 2 by 2n - 2, B* is 2n - 2 by 2 p - 2; 
U*V*=E*,whereV*is2n-2by2p-2,V”is2p-2by2m-2; 
X*Y* = F*, where X* is 2p - 2 by 2m - 2, Y* is 2m - 2 by 2n - 2. 
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This algorithm uses 8(mnp + mn + np + pm) multiplications. For m = n 
= p this expression indicates 8 n”( n + 3) multiplications. In order to compare 
this algorithm with the algorithm of the previous sections, we need to replace 
n by n + 1 (to equalize the size of the problem in the two cases). Therefore, 
8(n + l)“(n + 4) = 8( n3 + 6n2 + 9n + 4) multiplications are used for three 
products of 2n x 2n matrices. Applying Strassen’s algorithm on some correc- 
tion terms, we may use 3(n + 1)’ fewer multiplications and improve the 
bound as in Section 4 for large MM. For simplicity, we will present the 
algorithm without this improvement by 3(n + 1)‘. The algorithm consists of 
four steps. These steps are first briefly described below and then shown in 
detail. 
step 1. A procedure is demonstrated that transforms a matrix into a new 
matrix with two additional rows and two additional columns. 
step 2. The 8(mnp + mn + np + pm) multiplications are performed on 
the elements of the transformed matrices obtained in step 1. 
step 3. The products obtained in step 2 are combined to obtain the 
elements in the products of the transformed matrices. 
step 4. The matrices in step 3 are converted into a solution of the original 
problem. 
step 1 
Consider the matrix G* with elements 
g& where i= 1,2,... ,2N- 2, j = 1,2 ,..., 2M - 2. 
Transformation from G* into G: 
where i = 1,2 ,..., 2N- 2, 
gij = g$ + giCJ, i = 1,2,... ,2N-2, j=1,2 ,..., M-l, 
gij = g: + gi,2M-1’ 
i= 1,2,... ,2N-2, j=M,M+l,..., 2M-2, 
N-l 
gOj = - C gij, j=O,l,..., 2M-1, 
i=l 
2N-2 
g2N-1,j = - iFN gij> j=O,l,...,2M-l, 
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Perform transformations of matrices A*, B*, U*, V”, X*, Y* into A, B, U, V, 
X, Y. For three products of 2n x 2n matrices, M = N = n + 1, this step 
involves 18(2n)” - 12n - 24 additions/subtractions and 12(2n) multiplica- 
tions by l/(n + 1). 
Step 2 
Obtain all of the following 32 terms for 0 < i < m - 1, 0 f j < n - 1, 
0 < k < p - 1, where i+= i+m,j’=j+n, k+=k+p: 
P, = (aij + ujk + xki) (bjk + z)ki + yij) > 
P, = (-aij + uj+k + xki+) (bjk++ t?ki + yi+j) 3 
p3 = (aij+- Ujk + Xk+i)(bj+k + oki++ yij), 
p4 = ($+j + ujk+- xki)( bjk + t?k+i + &j+), 
95 = ( 
a,+j++ Uj+k++ Tk+i+) ( b3+kf+ t?k+i++ yi+j+)) 
pfi = (-ai+j++ ujk++ Xk+i)(bj+k + ukfi++ yij+), 
P, = (@i+j - Ujfk++ xki+)( bjk++ “kfi + Yi+jf)) 
P, = @zij++ uj+k - Xk+i+)(bj+k++ I)ki++ Yifj), 
Q11 = uijYij> 
Q12 = UjkbjkT 
QIS = *kivki> 
921 = -UijYi+j> 
Q22 = Uj+kbjk+> 
Q23 = xki+vki) 
Q31 = aij+YijT 
Q32 = -Ujkbj+k> 
Q33 = xk+jvki+T 
Q41 = Ui+jYij+, 
Q42 = ujk’bjk> 
Qd3 = -xkil)k+ir 
Qsl = u~+~+Y~+~+, 
Qs2 = Uj+k+bj+k+, 
Qs = x k+iil)kfi+, 
Qel = -u~+~+Y~~+, 
QW = ujk+bj+k, 
Qm = x k+ it?k+ i+, 
Q71 = ai+jYi+j+> 
QT2 = -Uj+k+bjk+, 
Q73 = xki+nk+i> 
Q81 = aij+Yi+j> 
08% = Uj+kbj+k+, 
QR3 = -xk+i+t+.+. 
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For three products of 2n x 2 n matrices, this step involves (2n + 2)“(2n 
+ 8) bilinear multiplications and 4(2n + 2)3 additions/subtractions. 
step 3 
Obtain the elements of D, E, F by 
di, = C [ ‘1 + ‘3 - (QII + Q12 + Q13 + Q31 + Q32 + Q33)I 9 
.i 
di+k = C [ ‘4 - J’S - ( Q~I + Q42 + Q43 - QCI - 0~2 - Q,3)] 3 
_i 
di+k+ = c[G+P,- (Qx+Qs~+Qs~+Q~+Q,~+Q,~)], 
.i 
eji = I$ [ ‘1 + ‘4 - (911 + Q12 + Q13 + Q~I + Q42 + Q43) ] 1 
eji+= T[-p3 + PS - (-Q3, - Q32 - Q33 + Qsl + Q62 + Q,)] ) 
ej+i = C [ P2 - P7 - 
k 
(921 + Q22 + Q23 - Q71 - Q72 - 073)] p 
ej+i+= F [f’s + J’S - ( QSI + Q52 + Q53 + Q6l + 062 + 063)] 7 
fkj = T [ Pl + PZ - ( QII + Q12 + Q13 + Q21 + Q22 + Q23)] 1 
fkj+= T [ -P4 + ‘7 - ( - Q41 - Q42 - Q43 + Q71 + Q72 + 073)] p 
fk+j = T [ P3 - ‘8 - (Q31 •t Q32 •t Q33 - QSI - 0~2 - Q63)] ) 
fk+j+= Z$ [ PS + ‘6 - ( QX + Q52 + QS + 061 + Q62 + Q63)] . 
One need not obtain any of the elements in the first and last rows or the first 
and last columns of D, E, F. These values are not used in step 4. 
For three products of 2 n x 2n matrices, this step involves 3(2n + 2) 
[(Z n)” + ll(2n) + 141 additions/subtractions and 3(2n + 2)2 multiplications 
by n + 1. These multiplications are used to replace additions of terms which 
do not involve the subscript being summed over. 
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step 4 
Technique for obtaining G* from G: 
M-l 
g$ = gij + C gija i= 1,2,... ,2N-2, j=1,2 ,..., M-l, 
j=l 
2M-2 
kC$ = gij + C gijp i= 1,2 ,..., 2N-2, j=M,M+l,..., 2M-2. 
j=M 
Similarly obtain D*, E*, F* from D, E, F. 
For three products of 2n x 2n matrices, M = N = n + 1, this step in- 
volves 6(2n)(2n - 1) additions. 
6. AN ALGORITHM FOR SINGLE MM 
Given a pair A and B of n x n matrices A and B, we will next compute 
AB by modifying our algorithm of Sections 3 and 4. The resulting algorithm 
will support the complexity estimate (1.1). 
Let us denote 
aij = uij = xij, bjk = vjk = yjk> cki = wki = zki, (64 
s= {(i,j,k),o<i<j<k<n- IorO,<k<j<i<n- I} (6.2) 
and represent the trilinear form Trace( ABC) associated with AB as follows: 
c Uijbj,Cki = Caiibiicii + 
i,j,k 
(i,jq)Es ( ‘i.ibjkcki + fJjkbkiCij + UkibijCj,) 
t 
= c aiibiicii + 
i 
(i,js)as ( ‘i_ibjkcki + ujk”kiwij + Tki yijzjk). 
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Apply the decompositions of Sections 3 and 4 to the trilinear form and obtain 
[taking into account (6.1) and (6.2)] 
c UiibiiCii + 
i 
li,Js)ts ( ‘ijbjkcki + ujkvkiwij + xki Yij’jk) 
= ci,z)ES [ (‘ij + ujk + ‘ki) (bjk + ‘ki + Yij) ( cki + “ij + zjk) 
-~,(i,j,k) - T,(j,k>i) - T&W)] 
-~(aij+$F~ki)jbij+~~bki)(@ij+FCii) 
e~[(“ij+~~ajk)(biji~~bjk)(hciji~cjk) 
i 
1 1 
+ - Caij + - CUjk 
g i h k 
Ii 
f  Tbij + k Fbj/c 
)( 
hCcij ’ 6?Tcjk) 
i 
+ t Caij + f Faki 
( _I )( 
t Z$bij + $ Tbki 
J I 
gCCij + hTcki 
j 
+C 
.i 
~~~ijCbiiCcij 
i i 1 
+C 
i 
y ~aij~bij~cij + 7Caiibiici,, 
j j j i 
where g + h = n, and T,(i, j, k), Tl( j, k, i), and T,( k, i, j) have been defined 
in Section 3. The coefficient of the termxi aiibiicii on the right-hand side is 7, 
an increase of 6 over the left-hand side, since we need to add this term six 
times in order to arrive at the six terms of the form 
Ci,j aijbij ck cki> 
xi, j aij(xk bki)cij> 
xi, j(xk aki)bijcij, 
Ci,j aijbij Ck cjk, 
C,j aij(Ck bjk)Cij> and 
ci, j(xk ajk)bijcij- 
For g = 1, h = n - 1, the resulting decomposition consists of (n3 - n)/3 + 
2n2 + 2n terms. 
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The bilinear version of this algorithm is obtained by equating the coefIi- 
cients of cfg on both sides of the trilinear decomposition. Since these patterns 
are very similar to ones of Section 3, we will omit their explicit representation. 
Finally, to 
in Section 
cancel the terms T,(i, j, k), T,(j, k, i), and T,(k, i, j), we proceed as 
4 and obtain a trilinear decomposition for 2n x 2n MM with 
8(n3 - n) 
+ 162 + 14n = 
3 
q + 4(2n)’ + y(2n) (6.3) 
terms. We have 14n (rather than 16n) on the left-hand side, since we compute 
the sum of the 16 terms generated by Cj aij Cj b,, Cj cij and X:i aiibiicii with 
Strassen’s algorithm for 2 x 2 MM. 
Table 1 was generated by applying (6.3) to n X n MM [see (1. l)]. Using 
the inequality w < log M(n)/1 o n for n = 42 gives us the exponent bound g 
w < 2.7753. 
7. THE SECOND ALGORITHM FOR SINGLE MM 
In this section the easily readable algorithm of Section 5 will be adjusted 
for multiplication of a single pair of matrices. This version exploits the 
technique described in Section 6, but it does not use the speedup that results 
by applying Strassen’s algorithm to correct terms as indicated in Section 4. It 
involves n(2n2 + 144)/6 + 4n2 + 28 bilinear multiplications for multiplying 
n x n matrices. The algorithm is presented in a form similar to the algorithm 
of Section 5 for disjoint MM. 
To obtain A*B* = D* where A*, B* are 2n - 2 by 2n - 2 matrices, we 
perform: 
Step 1 
Transform matrices A* and B* into A and B in the same fashion as in 
Step 1 of the disjoint matrix multiplication in Section 5. 
step 2 
Obtain the (n3 - n)/3 tuples (i, j, k) which satisfy either 0 < i < j < k < 
n-IorOfk<j<i<n-1. 
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step 3 
Obtain all of the following terms for the tuples in step 2 where i+= i + 12, 
j+= j + n, k+= k + n: 
P,(i,j, k) = (aij + a$ + aki)(bjk + bki + b,j), 
.Pz(i,j,k) = (-aij+aj+k+ aki+)(bjk++ bki+ bi+j), 
p3( i, j, k) = ( aij+- a# + ak+i)( bj+k + bki++ bij)) 
p4( i, j, k) = ( ai+j + ajk+- a&)( bjk f bk+i i- bij+), 
q5( i, j, k) = ( ai+j++ aj+k++ akfi+) ( bj+k+-t bk+i++ bi+j+), 
P6(i, j, k) = ( -ai+j++ a$++ ak+i)(bj+k + bk+i++ bij+), 
P7( i, j, k) = ( ai+j - aj+k++ ski+) ( bjk++ bk+i + bi+j+), 
px( i, j, k) = ( aij++ aj+k - ak+i+)( bj+k++ bki+i- bz+j). 
Obtain all of the following terms for all 0 < s, t < n - 1 where s+= s + n, 
t+= t + n: 
QJ s, t) = astb 
Q2( s, t) = a,s,b,+,, 
Q3( s, t) = as+At+, 
Q4( s, t) = ast+ktT 
Qs( s, t) = as+t+bs+t+, 
Qs( s, t) = asft+bst+, 
Q7( s, t) = a,t+bs+t, 
Qs( s, t) = a,+tbs+t+. 
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Obtain all of the following terms for all 0 < i f n - 1 where i+= i + n: 
q(i) = Uiibii, 
sqi) = uiibii+, 
s3(i) = ai+ibii, 
s4( i) = uii+bi+i, 
ss(i) = ui+i+bi+i+, 
S6(i) = ui+i+hi+i, 
ST(i) = uii+bi+i+, 
S8(i) = ui+ibii+, 
y(i) = -u,,(b,,++ b,,), 
vz( i) = ( ui+i + uii+)bi+i, 
v3(i) = -uii+(bi+i + b,,+), 
v4( i) = ( uii - ui+i)bii, 
Iq i) = a,+,( bii + b,+,), 
V6( i) = ( uii+- Uii) bii+, 
v7(i) = -ui+i+(bi+i + bi+i+), 
V8(i) = ( uij++ ui+i)b,i+, 
v9(i) = _Uifi( b,,++ b,+,), 
VlO(i) = ( ui+i+- uii+)bi+i+, 
VII(i) = uii+ ( bi+i++ b,,+) 1 
v,,(i) = ( uiti - ui+i+)bi+i. 
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step 4 
Consider four cases for elements d,,,, d,,,+, I?,.+~,, d,+,,+ where r+= r + n, 
q+= q + n. Each case will be broken into two subcases r # q and r = q. 
Case A. To obtain elements d,,, consider the following two cases: 
Case A.1: r # q. Find all tuples (i, j, k) obtained in step 2 where either 
(case 1) i = q, j = r, or (case 2) k = q, i = r, or (case 3) j = q. k = r. For 
each tuple evaluate the appropriate function: R,(i, j, k) or R,(i, j, k) or 
Rs(i, j, k). 
Case 1: Rl( q, r, k) = P1( q, r, k) + pd( q, r, k) - [ Q1( q, r) 
+R(r*k) + Q,(k,q) + Q,(q,r) + Q,(r,k) - Q,(k,q)]. 
Case 2 : Rz( r, j, q) = P1( r, j, 4) + p3(rp A 9) 
-[Ql(r>j) + Ol(.hq) + Ql(q, r) + Q4(r,j) 
-%(A 4) + 03(q3 r)]. 
Case 3: R,(i, q, r) = P,(i, 4, r) + Pz(~, q> r, 
- [ Q1( 6 4) + Q1( qT r) + Q1( rj i) - 92( 6 q) 
+tA(q>r) +Od(r>i)]. 
Sum the n values obtained from the above functions for the elements d,,. 
CaseA.2: r = q. For all tuples (i, j, k) where i = r, j = r, evaluate the 
function R,(i, j, k) as follows: 
R1( r, r, k) = P1( r, r, k) + P4( r, r, k) - [ Q1( r, r) + Q1( r, k) + Ql( k, r) 
+&(r,r) + Q,(r,k) - Qz(k,r)]. 
Sum the n - 1 values obtained for the above function with 5&(r), S,(r), 
y,(r), V6(r) for the elements d,,.,. 
Case B. To obtain elements of dry+, consider the following two cases: 
Case B.1: r # q. Find all tuples (i, j, k) obtained in step 2 where either 
(case 1) i = q, j = r, or (case 2) k = q, i = r, or (case 3) j = q, k = r. 
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For each tuple evaluate the appropriate function: M,(i, j, k) or M,(i, j, k) 
or M,(i, j, k). 
Case 1: w( 97 f-p k) = -q 9, r, k) + P,( 9, r, k) 
-[-o&r) + Q&k) - Q,(h) - Qd94 
+Q+ k) + Q&k 9)]. 
Case2: &(r,j,q) = -P,(r,j,q) +P,(r,j,q) 
-[Q~(r,_i) - Qs(h9) - Qb(9.r) + QT(r,j) 
+QB(.A9) - Q6(4,r)]. 
Case 3: M3( i, 9. f-) = -P4( 6 9, f-) + P7( i, 9, r) 
- [ -Q,(i, 9) - Q4(9. r) + Qz(~. i) + Qs(~, 4) 
- Q6( 9, r) + Q7( r, i)] . 
Sum the n values obtained from the above functions for the elements d,y+. 
Case B.2: r = 9. For all tuples (i, j, k) where i = r, j = r, evaluate the 
function M,(i, j, k) as follows: 
M1( r, r, k) = - P3( r, r, k) + P6( r, r, k) 
-[-Q4(rpr) + Qz(ryk) - Q~(kr) - Q~(r.r) 
Sum the n - 1 values obtained for the above function with 
S,(r), S,(r). Vs( r), V,(r), V,(r), Vs( r) for the elements drq+. 
Case C. To obtain elements dr+q, consider the following two cases: 
Case C.l: r # 9. Find all tuples (i, j, k) obtained in step 2 where either 
(case 1) i = 9, j = r, or (case 2) k = 9, i = r, or (case 3) j = 9, k = r. 
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For each tuple evaluate the appropriate function: A’,(& j, k) or Na(i, j, k) 
or Ns(i, j, k). 
Case 1: iV,(q, r, k) = P2(9, r, k) - P7(9, r, k) 
- [ -0,(9> r) + Q&-, k) + Q,(k, 9) - Qt3(9% r) 
+Qs( r, k) - Q7( k, 9)] . 
Case 2 : N,(rJ,9) = 4(rA9) - qrA9) 
-[Q+J) + Q&9) - Q2(97) + Q&J) 
- Q,(_h 9) - 94 97 r)] . 
Case 3: A$( i, 9. r) = Ps( i, 9. r) - ps( i, 9P r) 
-[Q4(k9) - Q2(9,r) + Q~(r>i) - Q,(i?9) 
-Qs(q7r) + Qc(r>i)I. 
Sum the VI values obtained from the above functions for the elements d,+y. 
Case C.2: r = 9. For all tuples (i, j, k) where i = r, j = r, evaluate the 
function N,(i, j, k) as follows: 
N,( r, r, k) = Pz( r, r, k) - P7( r, r, k) 
-[-Q,(r,r) + QS(r,k) + Q,(kr) - Q~(r?r) 
+Qe( r, k) - QT( k, r)] . 
Sum the n - 1 values obtained for the above function with S,(r), Ss(r), 
V,(r), V,(r), V,(r), V,,(r) for the elements d,+q. 
Case D. To obtain elements of d,+q+, consider the following two cases: 
Case D.l: r # 9. Find all tuples (i, j, k) obtained in step 2 where either 
(case 1) i = 9, j = r, or (case 2) k = 9, i = r, or (case 3) j = 9, k = r. 
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For each tuple evaluate the appropriate function: X,(i, j, k) or X,( i, j, k) 
or X,(6 j, k). 
Case 1: X,(y,dq = P,(q,r,k) + P,(q,r,k) 
- [ Qs( Y> r) + Qs( r, q + Qs( k, 4) + Q7( 4, r) 
+Qs(r, k) - Q&k 9)]’ 
Case 2: Xa(r,j, 4) = Ps(r,j, 4) + F7(r,j, 4) 
-[Q~(r>j) + 05(.L4) + Qs(4,r) + G(r,j) 
- %(.A 4) + Q7( 4, f-)] .
Case 3: X,(k 9, r) = qs(i, 4, r) + Ps(i, y, ?-) 
- [O&7 9) + Q&L r) + Qs( r, i) - Q&p 4) 
+%( Y, r) + Q8( r, i)] . 
Sum the rr values obtained from the above functions for the elements d,+y+. 
Case 0.2: r = q. For all tuples (i, j, k) where i = r, j = r, evaluate the 
function X,(i, j, k) as follows: 
X1( r, r, k) = Ps( r, r, k) + P8( r, r, k) 
-[Qs(r,r)+Q5(r,k)+Qs(k,r)+Q?(r,r) 
+Qs(rpk) - %(k,r)l. 
Sum the n - 1 values obtained for the above function with 
5S,( r), S,(r), V,,(r), V,,(r) for the elements d,iq+. 
Throughout step 4 one does not need to obtain any of the elements in the 
first and last rows or the first and last columns of D. These values are not used 
in step 5. 
step 5 
Obtain D* in the same fashion as in step 4 of the disjoint matrix multipli- 
cation in Section 5. 
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8. MM OVER FINITE FIELDS AND RINGS OF CONSTANTS 
The results of the previous sections-in particular, the results of Section 6 
-hold for the computations where we allow rational, real, or complex con- 
stants. If the computations are over finite fields or rings R of constants, we 
need to ensure that R contains g-i and h-‘. 
For 2n x 2 n MM over R, we may set g = 1, h = n - 1 as long as 
n - 1 # 0 in R. Otherwise we shall change g and h. If, say, n is odd and 
2 = 0 in R, we shall choose g and h in an algebraic extension of R. 
On the other hand, if n - 2 = 0 in R, we may arrive at a surprising 
improvement of our algorithms presented in the previous sections by setting 
g = h = 1. This will cancel some additional terms of our decomposition, 
whereas we shall still have n - g - h = 0 (in R). The resulting values of 
M(2n) will be (2r~)~ + 12(2n)2 + 16(2n) and 8(n3 - n)/3 + 16n2 + 7n = 
(2n)3/3 + 4(2n)” + + n in the bilinear algorithms over R for the disjoint 
2n x 2n MM (for three matrix products) and for the 2n x 2n MM, respec- 
tively. For 2n = 44, this corresponds to MM exponents o < 2.775123 and 
w < 2.7741086, respectively. The substantial decrease of the w bounds based 
on (1.1) and (1.2) can also be observed if we consider other choices of n near 
22 over the fields (rings) module divisors of n - 2. 
The latter results are surprising in that they are the first known example of 
a bilinear algorithm for MM that supports a record upper bound on M(k) that 
strictly decreases in the transition from the complex field to a finite field (ring) 
of constants. 
APPENDIX. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS.’ 
Numerical 
performed on 
experiments with the algorithms of Sections 5 and 7 have been 
the VAX 8810 and VAX 11/‘180 computers at the Computing 
.~ 
Centers of Lehman College, CUNY, and the Graduate Center, CUNY. The 
algorithms have been implemented in both PASCAL and FORTRAN. 
We performed these algorithms with n x n random input matrices for n 
ranging from 20 to 50, specifically for n = 20, 26, 30, 36, 40, 46, and 50. For 
comparison, we applied the classical algorithm to the same input matrices. In 
all our experiments our algorithms computed the same matrices (to within the 
last decimal digit of their entries) as the classical algorithm. This shows the 
‘V. Fleyshgakker (Ph.D. Program in Computer Science, Graduate Center of CUNY, 
New York, NY 10036) was instrumental in obtaining these numerical results. 
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accuracy of our algorithms (applied to a random input), since the classical 
algorithm is well known to be numerically stable. 
We also measured the computing time for performing our algorithm of 
Section 5 and the classical algorithm, both for the same random input. For 
each algorithm we measured the total elapsed CPU time, the elapsed CPU 
time spent only on performing arithmetic operations, and the elapsed CPU 
time spent only on performing multiplications. The techniques for obtaining 
these measurements are described below. 
Since the classical algorithm outperforms Strassen’s algorithm for matrices 
of sizes less than 128 x 128 (see [2]) an d since we dealt with matrices of sizes 
at most 50 x 50, we have not included Strassen’s algorithm in our compar- 
isons. 
In all our measurements on our algorithm we have excluded the CPU time 
for the steps of the back and forth transition between the n x n input matrices 
and the (n + 2) x (n + 2) auxiliary matrices. 
The CPU time of both algorithms was dominated by the time for the file 
manipulation and for the input-read/output-write operations. 
We show the CPU time for both our algorithm and the classical one 
applied to matrices of various sizes under “1 loop” in Table 10. Under “11 
loops” we show the CPU time for the same computations, but with the steps 
of arithmetic computations repeated 11 times and with the input/output steps 
performed only once. The difference between the second and the first result, 
divided by 10, represents the computing time spent only on arithmetic 
operations. These time values are shown under “Arith. time per loop” in 
Table 10 (rounded off to 0. 1, to take account of the errors in the experiments). 
TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF CPU TIME T OF THE NEW AN13 CLASSICAL 
ALGORITHMS FOR VARIOUS INPUT SIZES 7l X n 
T Arith. time 
1 loop 11 loops per loop 
n New Class. New Class. New Class. 
20 4.46 3.64 11.33 7.11 0.7 0.3 
26 7.30 6.48 22.49 13.77 1.5 0.7 
30 10.08 8.12 34.30 21.01 2.4 1.3 
36 14.03 12.17 52.52 34.40 3.8 2.2 
40 17.26 14.44 66.44 45.01 4.9 3.1 
46 23.86 19.48 103.43 64.50 8.0 4.5 
50 28.82 23.77 135.59 83.94 10.6 6.0 
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TABLE 11 
NUMBER OF ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS FOR A TRIPLE OF n x n MATRIX PRODUCTS 
Number of Operations 
n 
Classical Algorithm of 
algorithm, Section 5, 
3n”(2n - 1) 2(n + 2)(4n” + 31n + 40) 
20 46,800 99,440 
26 103,428 198,800 
30 159,300 292,480 
36 276,048 481,840 
40 379,200 645,120 
46 577,668 953,280 
50 742,500 1,205,360 
For control we repeated the experiment for n = 20 with 101 (rather than 
11) arithmetic loops and then divided the resulting difference of the CPU time 
measurements by 100, rather than by 10. This gave us an estimate for the 
arithmetic time, which turned out to be very close to our estimate based on 
performing 11 loops. 
In columns 5 and 6, the arithmetic CPU time values for our algorithm 
exceeded those for the classical algorithm roughly by a factor of 1.5 to 2.3 
(depending on n). 
In Table 11, we list the numbers of arithmetic operations involved in each 
algorithm (for the same n as in Table lo), that is, we list the values 3n2(2 n - 1) 
for the classical algorithm and 2(n + 2)(4n2 + 31n + 40) for steps 2 and 3 of 
our algorithm of Section 5. 
In Table 12 we display the ratios of the estimated arithmetic time values 
for our algorithm and the classical one. For column 1 we used the data from 
columns 5 and 6 of Table 10, and for column 2 we used the values in Table 11. 
The use of Table 11 was appropriate because the actual CPU time for 
performing a multiplication was roughly the same as that for an addition/sub- 
traction. For each line the resulting ratios in the two columns agree with each 
other (within the errors of the experiments). 
Finally, we measured the CPU time spent on multiplications by both our 
algorithm of Section 5 and the classical algorithm. This implicitly measured 
the CPU arithmetic time of these two algorithms recursively applied in order 
to multiply larger matrices. Indeed, this arithmetic time is essentially defined 
by the number of bilinear multiplications in the basic algorithm (see the 
Introduction), and in our case almost all the multiplications are bilinear. 
To estimate the multiplication time, we skipped all the additions/subtrac- 
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TABLE 12 
RATIOS OF THE AHITHMETK: TIME ESTIMATES FOR THE NEW ANI> CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS 
Ratio 
n 
Experimental 
measurement 
Theoretical 
estimates 
4n” + 31n + 40 
2(r2 + 2) 
3n2(2n - 1) 
20 2.3 2.12 
26 2.1 1.92 
30 1.8 1.84 
36 1.7 1.75 
40 1.6 1.70 
46 1.8 1.65 
50 1.8 1.62 
tions involved in our computations. We achieved this by converting them into 
comments within our program. 
In these experiments our output was not the matrix products, of course, 
but the computer emulated our previous experiments, thus performing the 
same number of multiplications as before. The results of these experiments are 
shown in Table 13 (the meaning of the headings is the same as in Table 10, 
except that Table 13 shows the CPU multiplication time and Table 10 shows 
the overall CPU time). 
TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF CPU TIME TSPENT ONLY ON MULTIPLICATIONS IN THE 
NEWANDCLASSICALALGORITHMS FOR\~ARIOUS wwTslzEs n X n 
T 
1 loop 11 loops 
Arith. time 
per loop 
n New Class. New Class. New Class. 
20 3.41 3.55 5.52 7.01 0.21 0.35 
26 5.25 6.16 8.91 12.98 0.37 0.68 
30 6.88 7.59 13.03 18.78 0.61 1.1 
36 9.97 11.77 16.86 29.70 0.69 1.8 
40 11.51 14.30 22.12 40.73 1.1 2.6 
46 15.56 19.25 31.97 59.74 1.6 4.05 
50 17.69 22.01 39.47 75.29 2.2 5.3 
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TABLE 14 
NUMBER OF BILINEAR MULTIPLICATIONS FOR A TRIPLE OF n x n MATRIX PRODUCTS 
n = 2k 
20 
26 
30 
36 
40 
46 
50 
Number of multiplications 
Classical Algorithm of 
algorithm, Section 5, 
24k3 8(k + l)‘(k + 4) 
24,000 13,552 
52,728 26,656 
81,000 38,912 
139,968 63,536 
192,000 84,672 
292,008 124,416 
375,000 156,832 
For comparison, in Table 14 we display the theoretical count of the 
number of bilinear multiplications, 8(k + l)‘(Ic + 4) in the algorithm of Sec- 
tion 5 and 24k3 in the classical algorithm, for n = 2 k, n taking the same 
values as in our experiments. 
In column 1 of Table 15 we display the ratios of the multiplication times of 
our algorithm to those of the classical algorithm, according to our experiments. 
In column 2 we present the theoretical estimates for the corresponding ratios 
of the numbers of bilinear multiplications based on the values of Table 14. 
One may observe the agreement between the values in the two columns of 
Table 15. 
TABLE 15 
RATIOS OF THE MULTIPLICATION TIME ESTIMATES FOR THE NEW AND CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS 
Ratio 
n = 2k 
20 
26 
30 
36 
40 
46 
50 
Experimental 
measurements 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
Theoretical estimates for 
bilinear multiplications, 
(k + l)“(k + 4)/(3k3) 
0.56 
0.51 
0.48 
0.45 
0.44 
0.43 
0.42 
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